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UNDERSTANDING THE CHILD'S
ENVIRONMENT

Justine Hoch

11.1 lntroduction

Harry Heft has spent 45 years (and counting) thinking about the environment.
During his notable academic career, Heft wrote scores of articles and chapters and

multiple books about ecological psychology, environmental psychology, and the

reciprocal relations beftveen the environment and perception-action systems.

Throughout these works, Heft penuasively argues that the way psychologists

conceptuaLize and describe the environment has consequences for behavioral

analysis, especially in the context of human development. In this chapter, I expand

Heft's argument and consider how new modes of child-centered descriptions of
the environment are changing the way that researchers think about behavior and

development.

11.2 Approaches to environmental description

From the inception of developmental psychology, researchers have srudied how the

environment shapes child development (for reviews, see Evans, 2006; Wohlwill &
Heft, 1987). For example, researchers have examined relations berween children's

access to books and the development ofliteracy (Pa1'ne etaL.,1994), children's access

to toys and motor development (Saccani et aI., 201.3; Valadi & Gabbard, 2020), and

children's access to outdoor green space and cognitive development (Dadvand et al.,

2015). To study the effects of environmental variation on development, researchers

must first choose how to describe the environment. But, as Heft (1988) argues,

all methods of description have fundamental - often unexamined - conse-

quences for the way researchers think about the environment and therefore its

relation to behavior. Below, I briefly summarize Heft's argument for describing
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the environment in terms of its functional features, rather than its forms, and the

benefits of a function-based approach to description for behavioral analysis.

I1.2.1 The traditional approoch: Formol description

Most researchers use "form-based" language to describe children's environments

(Heft, 198S). That is, researchen typically describe the environment in terms of the

forms ofthe objects, surfaces, and other things in the surrounds that are avaiiable to

children. A form-based description of a child's home might quanti6/ the books on

the child's shelves (Pape et a1., 1.994), the types of toys in the cbild's plalroom
(Saccani et aI., 2013; Valadi & Gabbard, 2020), or even pixels of green space in
satellite images of the child's neighborhood (Dadvand et al., 2015). Because forrn-

based environmental descriptions rely on everyday terminology (e.g', "books,"

"toys," or "green"), such descriptions are convenient and easily understood.

A key characteristic of a form-based approach is that environmental fealures are

described independendy &om - rather than in relation to - an individual. That is,

books, toys, and green spaces can be described without reGrring to any particular

child. This approach to description is especially conunon in studies comparing "en-

riched" and "impoverished" environments where the type of environment is defined

by the things that are (or are not) available. Because form-based environmental fea-

tures exist independently from the individual, they are typically conceptualized as

extemal stimuli that are passively perceived and processed by the individual. In this

way, form-based descriptions emphasize the distinction between the individual and

the environment and often imply that behavior and development a.re the linear result

of environmental stimulation (Heft, 1979; Wotrlwill &Heft, 1977).

11.2.2 The Heft opprooch: Functional description

In contrast to a "form-based" approach, Heft (1988) argues for the utiliry of a

"function-based" approach to environmental description. This approach is based

onJames Gibson's (!979) concept of "affordances." According to Gibson, affor-

dances are possibilities for action that are jointly determined by the fit ber'rveen the

individual and the environment and are what make the environment functionally

significant to an individual. Thus, rather than describing the environment in tenns

of its forms (e.g., objects, doorways, and stairs), a functional approach classifies

environmental features in terms of the common activities they support. For ex-

ample, an object smaller than an individual's hand affordsgrasping (Fagard, 2000), a

doorway that is wider than an individual's body dimensions affords passdge

(Franchak et al., 2012), and a stair that is a certain height relative to an individual's

leg length and balance control affords climbing (.'Warren, 1984).

A key characteristic ofa functional approach is that it describes features ofthe
environment in relation to a specific individual, rather than in isolation. For ex-

ample, the ceiling affords climbing for a spider but not for a human, and a heaqt

bag ofgroceries affords lifting for a parent but not for an infant. Because functional
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environmental features are relations, not forms, they are conceptualized as

dynamic propefties that are objectively real and perceptible but are only realized
when an individual acts in the environment. In this way, a function-based
approach to description emphasizes the interdependence between the individual
and the environment and implies that an individual's experience of the environ-
ment is both a product of and an influence on behavior and development (Heft &
Wohlwill, 1987).

l1 .2.3 Benefits of functional description for behovioral
snolyses

Heft argues that function-based descriptions of the environment have several ben-
efits for behavioral analysis. Fint, describing environmental fearures in a functional
manner - in terms of the activities that they afford to individuals - provides a richer,
more meaningfirl account of the available environmental resources than the tradi-
tional form-based approach. For example, a form-based descriprion of a playground
might label the rypes of equipment available for play (e.g., slide, ladder, monkey
bars) as if the physical features have the same meaning for all children. But these
environmental features may not be equally meaningful for all children - playground
equipment might offer very different oppornrnities for action to preschool and grade
school students who differ in size, strength, and coordination (Adolph & Berger,
2006; Gibson,1992). A three-year old might use the slide as a tenr or canopy, a six-
year old as a surface to slide down, and a nine-year old as a steep path for walking. In
contrast, because functional descriptions are specified in relation to an individual
(e.g., equipment thar affords swinging for a particular child), they can caprure the
same functional meaning for individuals who share the same abiliries to e4ploit the
relevant affordances.

Second, functional descriptions may be preferable to form-based descriptions
because they better reflect an individual's immediate experience ofthe environment.
According to Gibson (1979), the affordances of environmental features are equally
salient (if not more salient) than their forms. That is, individuals more readily per-
ceive whether somerhing is in within arms' reach or will fit into the palm of their
hand than its shape or size. Moreover, because functional features of the environ-
ment may be especially salient to children who have limited experience categorizing
and labeling forms (Heft, 1988), functional descriptions might caprure children,s
p erceprual experience more accurately than form-based descriptions.

Third, because functional descriptions are based on behavior, they allow
common properties to be identified among different environmental forms,
whereas form-based descriptions are murually exclusive. For example, a small
stone cannot also be a paper plane, but both objects afford throwing. Thus,
functional descriptions may reveal environment-behavior reiations that are over-
looked by form-based descriptions.

Finally, functional environmental descriptions might be especially useful for
describing children's environmenrs because, unlike form-based descriptions,
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functional descriptions capture development. Form-based descriptions call
attention to features of the environment that are stable and staric (e.g., a ball is always
a ball, and a staircase is always a staircase). But, because functional descriptions are

defined relationally, they allow the meaningful features of the environmenr ro
change in relation to an individuals' developmental status. Despite their consistent
forms, balls and staircases provide new opporrunities for action as pre-mobile infants
transition to crawling and walking. Thus, as infants gain new skills and new means of
gathering information, new affordances emerge (Heft, 1939). In other words, as

infants develop, the environment also develops (Adolph, 201,9).In this way, func-
tional descriptions prompt researchers to think about the significance of environ-
mental features for specific individuals and to recognize that the environment has a

developmental dimension.

11.3 New ways to describe children's environments

In recent yean, developmental psychologists have embraced powerfirl, new
recording methods to document the ecology of children's everyday experiences (de

Barbaro & Fausey, 2022; Franchak, 2020). Like the functional approach to en-
vironmental description, these ecologically inspired methods aim to capture the
meaningful features of children's physical and social environments as they change
over development. For example, head-mounted cameras and head-mounted eye-
trackers record the accessible environment from the child's first-person point of
view. 'W'earable 

sensors track the movements of the eyes, head, and body record the
exploratory actions that support environmental perception. And improvements in
recording technologies and data sharing enable researchers to capftrre children's
experiences at scale and in context. In the following sections, I provide illustrative
examples that show how recent advances in environmental description are changing
the way that researchers think about children's behavior and development.

I1.3.1 The first-person point of view

Since 2010, developmental researchers have made considerable progress in doc-
umenting children's environments from the first-person point of view (Franchak
& Adolph,2010; Franchak et al., 2011; Sullivan et a1., 202I).-Iypic;Llly, devel-
opmental researchers document children's environments using third-person
carrlera views. As with form-based descriptions, third-person camera views cap-
ture the environment independendy from an individual child. For example, a

camera on a tripod or held in a researcher's hand might capture the toys on the
floor, a parent's facial expression, and parts of the ceiling as a child plays at home.
But, because they are recorded from the vantage point of an outside observer,
third-penon camera views tend to capture the same features of the environment
regardless of a child's age, posture, or developmental status, and they tend to
capture larger portions of the environment than can be viewed by a child at any
given time (Smith et al.. 2015). Conseouentlv. third-oerson carnerl vierws mev
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give the erroneous impression that the documented environmental features are
simultaneously or equally accessible to all children.

In contrast to third-person carnera views, "headcams" and head-mounted eye
tracken enable researchen to document the environment as it is seen by children.
Headcams are light-weighr calneras thar record cbildren's field ofview as they move
and play (for review, see Smith et a1., 2015). Head*mounted eye tracken also caprure
children's field ofview, but they have a second camera that points in toward the eye
and allows researchers to record children's point, of gaze (for review, see Franchak,
2017). Llke function-based descriptions, recordings from the first-person point of
view are relational. That is, they record the parts of the environment that are visible
to a specific cbrild in a specific posture and at a specific developmental timepoint.
Thus, instead of describing the potential environment - the stuff in the room that
may or may not ever be in view, headcams and head-mounted eye trackers record
the accessible environment - the stuff that is in view and accessible for learning
(Smith et al., 2015).

Recordings from the first-person point of view reveal surprising discoveries
about the contents of infants' visual environments. For example, although eco-
logical psychologists have long argued that looking is an embodied process
(Gibson, 1979), data from headcams and head-mounted eye rrackers demonstrate
the extent to which infants' visual worlds are constrained by their size, body
position, and abfities. Headcam data, for instance, show that fwo-month-olds see

faces more frequendy than do 15-month-olds $ayaraman et al., 2015). These
differences are likely explained by infants' developing motor skills (two-month-
olds cannot yet sit and spend a lot of time on their backs, whereas 15-month-olds
can sit up and walk) and the fact that caregivers hold younger infants more ofren
than older infants (Franchak,20t9). Accordingly, very young infants' visual worlds
are filled with faces because their views are limited by their posture, and adults
frequendy put their faces into young infants' field of view. As infants gain postural
and locomotor skills, their views are less constrained (Adolph &'W'est, 2022), and
infants see more hands and objects as they spend more time engaging with their
surrounds (Fausey et ar., 2016). Thus, firsr-person recordings reveal that devel-
opmental constraints structure infants' visual environments and carve the world
into ordered training datasets that may support learning and generiltzation (Smith
et al., 2018).

In addition to documenting change over developmental time, recordings from
the first-person point of view reveal that real-time changes in the accessible en,
vironment shape infants' opportunities for learning. Head-mounted eye tracking,
for example, shows that while crawling, infants mosdy see the ground in front of
their hands. To see the objects or people in the room, infants must stop to sit or
stand up. In contrast, while walking, infants can see the whole room even while
moving (Franchak et al., 2018; Kretch et el.,2014). These real-time changes in
infants' visual ecology have consequences for environmental exploration: although
infants rarely fixate and then go to a new destination (ody 32% of crawlers' and
16% of walkers' locomotor bouts), crawlers are more likely to do so when staning
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from sitting or upright postures compared to prone posnres (Hoch et a1.,2020).

Infants' locomotor posfure also shapes what they choose to explore: compared to

walking infants, crawling infants are more likely to fixate and travel to objects on

the floor, but less likely to fixate and travel to objects that are higher off the

ground (Hoch et a1.,2020).

Recordings from a first-person point of view also reveal surprising discoveries

about where infants don't look. Infants guide locomotion over precarious ground

mostly using visual information from the periphery of their field of view' They

step over things in their path and even walk over narrow bridges while pointing

their gaze at their goal, not at the ground under their feet (Franchak et a1.,2011;

Kretch & Adolph, 2017).

Perhaps the most surprising discovery is that infants and children rarely look at

others' faces. Despite decades of research focused on what infants learn from face-

to-face interactions with their caregivers (Kaye & Fogel, 1980; Tronick & Cohn,

1989), headcam recordings from children at home show that faces are only in view

for five minutes per hour by the time infants reach t1 months of age (Jayanman

et a1..,2015). Likewise, head-mounted eye-tracking data show that freely mobile

L2-month-old infants spend less than SYo of the time looking at their caregiven'

faces during free play (Franchak et a1., 2018). These real-world visual statistics are

challenging long-held assumpfions about developmental mechanisms. For ex-

ample, head-mounted eye tracking data show that inattention to faces - long held

to be a signature characteristic of atypical social interactions - is not unique to

autistic children (Yurkovic-Harding et a1.,2022). Both autistic and neurotypical

two- to four-year-olds ignore their parent's face. While playlng with their parents

in a room filled with toys, children in both groups look at their parent's face only

IYo of the time. Thus, although lack of eye contact is a robust diagnostic marker of
autism, data recorded &om the first-person point of view suggest that it is no more

a behavioral mechanism for autistic or neurotypical social interaclion than itchy

spots are a mechanism for chicken pox (Adolph & West, 2022).

Child-centered recordings also provide new insights into problems researchers

once considered intractable. For example, centuries of researchers and philoso-

phers puzzled over the problem of reference in language leaming - that is, how
infants learn that a particular word maps onto a parricular object or feature in the

visual scene (Quine, L964;Ya & Smith, 201'2).Frorn a third penon point of view,

the problem indeed appears extremely difficult - children's environments are

littered with objects that could potentially be the referent of a spoken word.

Flowever, looking at the environment from the infant's point of view reveals that

the problem is not as difficult as it seems (Yurovsky et aI.,201'3). Parents tlpically
label the objects in infants' hands (Custode & Tamis-LeMonda, 2020; West &
Ivenon, 20L7;Yu & Smith, 2012), and - because infants' arrns are short - hand-

held objects loom large in infants'field of view and block out other competing

objects (Smith et al., 20ll). Thus, the coincident timing of action, word, and the

salience of the referent makes tractable the previously "intractable" problem of
ambiguous word referents. Moreover, day-long recordings collected over months
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reveal that parents' words are often repeated in the same places in the home in the
context of daily routines (Roy et a1.,201,5; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2019). In this
way, child-centered recordings can uncover previously undetected structure in the
environment.

I I .3.2 Lab versus life

Researchers have always known that leaming and development occur in the
context of children's everyday environments. But until relatively recently, limi-
tations in recording technologies hampered researchen' abilities to collect
objective, rigorous descriptions of children's environments outside of a iaboratory
setting. Although developmental researchers collected film and audio data in the
1930s and 1940s (Gesell ,1946; McGraw & Breeze, 1941), the unwieldy size and
limited recording durations of the original cinematic technologies made them
impractical for use outside of the lab for extended periods of time (Adolph, 2016).
Instead, many descriptions of children's everyday environments were generated
from narrative vignettes (Barker & 'Wright, 

1951 ; Darwin , 1877), observer ratings
(Bradley et al., 2001; Heft, 1979), and self-report (Saccani et at., 2013; Valadi &
Gabbard, 2020).

Flowever, advances in recording technoiogies - notably, smail, lighrweight,
wearable cameras and sensors with large storage capacities - enable researchers to
accurately capture children's real-life physical and social environments (for review,
see de Barbaro, 2079). For example, both first- and third-person video cameras
record infants' access to objects (Fausey et al., 201"6;lH.erzberg et a1., 2022).Wearable
audio recorders (e.g., LENA) capture language input and ambient noise over ex-
tended periods of time (Zimmerrnan et al., 2009). wearable inerrial sensors capture
fuli-day recordings of infants'body posirion and time in motion (Franchak et al.,
2021). And wearable tags use radio-frequency identification to measure proxirniry
between infants and caregiven (Salo et aJ., 2021) and track the locations ofeach child
in a classroom relarive to their teachers and peen (Messinger et a1.,2019).

Data collected in children's everyday environments reveal heterogeneiry that is
not obserwed in controlled laboratory settings. For example, many lab-based
studies examine infants' interactions with a small set of standardized objects for
relatively short periods of time (Hoch et al., under review). But at home, where
infants have full access to toys and household objects, they interact with 47-99
unique objects in only two hours (Herzberg et a1., 2022). Similarly, caregivers'
language to infants during lab-based tasks dramatically differs from language
recorded during everyday routines (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 20t7). DuinE struc-
tured play, caregivers talk constandy, and language input is consistendy dense from
one minute to the next. But in the context of daily liG, language input fluctuates
and is interspersed with long periods of silence. And although researchers typically
observe children's social interactions with one partner, proximity data recorded in
the classroom show that each child has a different nerwork of peers and that some
children are in social contact tens to hundreds of times more than others
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(Messinger et a1., 201.9). By documenting the diversity of children's everyday

experiences, new recording technologies are inspiring new hypotheses about the

mechanisms that support learning and development in context (de Barbaro &
Fausey,2022).

Recordings of children's daily lives are extremely rich and generate vast amounts

ofdata. Leveraging these recordings requires innovations in infrastructure and policy

frameworks that enable researchers to openly share and annotate large datasets

(Mendoza & Fausey, 2021). For exampie, the SAYCam co{pus uses collaborative

coding to tag415 hours ofnaturalistic, longitudinal headcam recordings from three

children (Sullivan er al., 2021). To identrfy videos of interest, large teams of coden

with differing expertise tag videos based on their locations, objects, activities, and the

people and body parts in view. In a similar vein, online data-sharing platforms such as

the Databrary video iibrary (databrary.org), enable researchers to collectively gather

data from more diverse contexts (e.g., geographic, socioeconornic) than any one

research team could do on their own (Adolph,2020; Gilmore & Adolph,2019;
Mac'Whinney, 2000). For example, the Play & Learning Across a Year (PLAY)

project uses Databrary to collect one hour ofnatural free play from 900+ infants and

mothen across the USA (p1ay-project.org). This dataset will also include video tours

ofthe home, digital recordings of ambient noise, detailed demographic informadon,

and data from parent questionnaires (Soska et a1.,202I). Because the PLAY and

SAYCam datasets will be openly shared, they will enable researchers to generate and

validate developmental theories using high-qualiry data collected in a diverse range

of environrrrental c ontexts.

1 1.4 Conclusion

Heft (1988) argues that all methods of description highlight some features of the

environment while neglecting others. Accordingly, researchers rrust carefully

consider the consequences of their chosen descriptive method for behavioral anal-

ysis. By taking inspiration from a functional approach to environmental description.

new technologies that capture meaningful feafures of the environment, reflect the

individual's immediate experience, relate to behavior, and capture development are

advancing our understanding of children's environments.
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TOWARD A PSYCHOLOGICAL
ECOLOGY

Horry Heft

12.1 lntroduction

On the opening page of Midwest and Its Children: The Psychological Ecology of an

Ameican Town, Barker and 'W'right (1"955/1'97t) explain what they mean by the

phrase in the subcide, "psychological ecology":

The term ecology con:'es from a Greek word meaning 'home,' or'homeland-'
In the biological sciences, ecology refers to the srudy of the relations

between homelands or habitats of plants and their functions, stmctures, and

population characteristics. The present study is a psychological analogue of thk

conception of ecology. (p. 1, emphasis added)

The phrase "psychological ecology" apdy captures the focus of much of my

scholarly work which has been to explore what an ecological approach would

mean for the science of psychology.l

An ecological science requires an in-depth familiarity with the relations among

living *rings and thei( habitats as they mutually exist apart from experimental

interventions. Such an effort presupposes a terminology that captures the basic

phenomena and the entities of the domain of study, whether they be plants or

animals, pfior to the application of abstract formulations or classifications. Such a

terminology is foundational to any domain of the life sciences. It typically pre-

cedes, as well as continues to accompany, experimental efforts. An ecological

science asks in a given domain of study: what is "there" in the environment, and

how are those things interrelated?

It stn-rck me at an early point in my studies that, for the most part, the science of
psychology lacked a terminology for the environment that was adequate to the

ways in which humans expeience and engage their everyday world. Early in its

12


